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Message From Your Editors

A busy time for the Westminster

Canterbury press has caused our

November quarterly issue to arrive in December.

We hope your Thanksgiving was full of

gratitude, and we bring you our warmest

greetings for a Happy Holiday season ahead. 

We welcome the new writers to this issue, in

addition to previous ones. Readers, you have

responded to Sean Huyett’s message in our last

issue, as you swell the pages of this one. 

We are pleased to have several poetry

contributions, as well as the adventurous

submissions of our prose writers. The potpourri

of articles, both humorous and thought

provoking, in addition to some Westminster

Canterbury origins of favorites, promises

delightful reading through the coming winter

months. Special thanks to all our contributors

who are responsible for making The Recorder

what it is.

Credit for the front cover of this issue is to

Carol Hammer for her photograph of fall

colors. It reflects the beauty of the autumn

season.
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From The Desk Of The CEO
Of Westminster Canterbury-Lynchburg

Sean Huyett

W hile I still read paperback books, I

have been intrigued lately with the

idea of Podcasts. The numerous topics that I’ve

recently explored range from retirement,

cycling, business and history to TED talks. My

wife and kids think I am strange for being so

interested in Podcasts.

This past week, I finished a non-fiction,

short story series that I couldn’t pull away from.

I would listen to the Podcast while doing chores

around the house and yard. The story was

somewhat strange – I’m not sure I can

recommend it. As I try to keep up with the 21st

century, I still keep a paperback book on the

nightstand to read. It’s tough to beat old

technology. 

At this time of the year, I reflect on the

things in my life that I appreciate. I feel very

fortunate to work at Westminster Canterbury.

It’s hard to believe that my family and I have

been here in Lynchburg for 10 years. We look

forward to the next 10 years and are thankful

to be part of such a special community.

I wish you a Happy Thanksgiving and

Merry Christmas. 

A LifeCare Retirement Community
501 V.E.S. Road, Lynchburg, VA 24503

(434) 386-3500   (800) 962-3520

www.wclynchburg.org

��
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Copycat Huck Finns Challenge Mighty River 
by Marie Stewart

I t happened on a warm, sunny day in

May. My brother and three buddies —

all pre-teenagers — decided it was a perfect day

to launch the raft they’d built from lumber

found on the shores of New York’s Hudson

River. 

The waterfront in those days was a popular

neighborhood playground with tennis courts,

picnic tables,and a fisherman’s wharf. It also

provided a secluded area, ideal for the

adventurous boys to build their raft. 

What they produced was a crudely

constructed contraption lashed together with

pieces of rope. Amazingly, the raft proved to be

sea-worthy (up to a point) and capable of

supporting the four pint-sized sailors. So, they

all hopped aboard and went paddling up the

river. 

It was “bon voyage” until they realized that

the raft was no match for the strong tides of the

river: They found themselves helplessly being

swept out to sea. Thankfully, the raft was sturdy

enough to keep them afloat, but the further

from shore they drifted, the more terrified and

hopeless they felt.

Then, by a twist of fate, or maybe it was

divine intervention, about a mile from shore

some fishermen spotted the raft and came to

their rescue. The Coast Guard was contacted

and ferried the badly shaken boys back to

shore. Waiting on the dock were the local

police, a newspaper reporter and a

photographer from the New York Daily News. 

The press, always on the prowl for a good

human-interest story, decided this was it. The

evening edition of the newspaper featured a big

write-up with photographs. And the clever

reporter, noting the similarity between this real-

life adventure and the famous fictional version,

headlined the article, “Modern Day

Huckleberry Finns Rescued From Hudson

River.” 

The police released the urchins with only a

scolding and a lecture on the dangers of the

river. Surprisingly, the boys’ parents were not

notified. The rude awakening came for the

boys that evening when they opened their

newspapers and saw four familiar faces staring

back at them. 

My brother never lost his love of the sea,

and today lives on the shores of the Chesapeake

Bay with a boat tied up to his dock. 
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turn to grab the rope ladder hanging down over

the side, I made a grab for it and missed.

Stuart** immediately pulled me back into the

lifeboat. He probably saved my life and a

possible horrible death, crushed between the

lifeboat and the ship. He then threw down a rope

and we made a sling under my arms. When I

grabbed the rope ladder the next time, they

hauled me out. I remember going up the ladder

like a monkey, and once over the railing, my legs

turned to rubber and I collapsed on the deck.

After that they used the sling for each person in

the lifeboats. Stuart had not been assigned to my

lifeboat, but he decided that that was where he

wanted to be. 

The St. Cergue had been bound for Gibraltar,

but after the American officers were picked up,

they would have been put ashore at Genoa and

interned for the rest of the war. Knowing this, the

soldiers had decided to seize the ship and head

back to the U.S. However, an American destroyer

arrived several hours later from Bermuda and

transferred the Americans by motor launch while

a plane circled overhead. There were many

German subs in the area at this time, and the

Germans had declared they would sink any

Allied shipping on sight. The destroyer returned

to Bermuda. After the Americans left the St.

Cergue, a second German submarine suddenly

surfaced right alongside of us. The Dutch captain

hurriedly burned all his papers, and after coming

Margaret Hutchins has had some

incredibly fascinating experiences

during her lifetime. She was born in Shanghai,

China, November 11, 1920. Her father,

employed by British-American Tobacco, chose to

have Margaret receive her education in England

during his travels. At the age of 18, she returned

to China. 

With the escalation of conflict between the

Chinese and the Japanese Empire in the late

1930’s, Margaret and her sister went with their

mother to California. Her father was able to

secure passage for the family from Santa Monica

to Galveston Texas, to board a Dutch ship, SS

Jagersfuntein, headed for England. The ship was

carrying American soldiers as well as British

civilians and a Javanese crew serving the Dutch

officers. About 500 miles off of Bermuda, the

ship was torpedoed by a German U-Boat and

sank within 24 hours. Those aboard were able to

get into lifeboats. They rowed and floated

enduring 19 hours aboard before being picked up

by the SS St. Cergue.* 

(Excerpt from Margaret Hutchins’ book, My

Journey Began in Shanghai, pages 44-45) 

When the lifeboats came alongside St.

Cergue, there was a heavy swell. The lifeboats

were lifted high up the side of the freighter and

then fell back with the swell. When it was my

My Journey Began In Shanghai 
by Margaret Hutchins 
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aboard, the submarine captain eventually

returned to the submarine and disappeared again

under the waves. He was probably watching the

lifeboat survivors board ship and wanted to

know who had been picked up. The American

destroyer had been there shortly before this

happened. As you can imagine, we were

watching all this with trepidation. 

The British civilians and Dutch officers with

their Javanese crew remained on the SS St.

Cergue and proceeded at eight knots across the

Atlantic to Gibraltar. We ate porridge with

weevils and pickled eggs (glad to get them!). My

sister, Jean, and I took turns sleeping on the floor

or on the small window seat in the first mate’s

cabin, while Mother had the bunk. 

Although Switzerland is a landlocked

country, seagoing vessels flying the Swiss flag can

be encountered in all of the world’s ports. The

foundation of the Swiss shipping fleet goes back

to 1941, when national provisions were

threatened due to the war. 

The Swiss ship picked us up at 3 a.m., 24

hours after the first torpedo hit. Apparently they

were the only ship within a hundred miles of us,

and a Swiss radio operator told us he just

happened to be lying in his bunk, twiddling the

dials, when he picked up our SOS. One of the

engineers had brought a radio into one of the

lifeboats. The sea was very calm except that

there was a huge swell, and so the lifeboats went

up and down and many of us were violently

seasick. I remember throwing up over the side of

the lifeboat; someone tapped my shoulder. When

I turned around it was one of the Javanese boys

who very touchingly offered me a little bottle of

perfume. It was probably the only thing he had.

People can be very kind in those circumstances. I

didn’t know him. I don’t remember what

happened to the perfume. 

At that time I was 21 and Jean was 19. My

parents were in their 50s. I remember thinking to

myself, “Poor things…I hope they can get over

this.” I sat in that lifeboat and saw sharks

swimming around, feeling quite numb as to

danger. In fact, I was not frightened during the

whole experience, but just seemed to go through

it, probably in shock. 

Margaret has generously given a copy of her

book to the Strickler Library. It is one of its valued

volumes which CANNOT BE REMOVED from

the library.

* Denotes a section compiled by Betty Lewis

with the help of Margaret’s daughter, Carolyn

Polloway. 

** Stuart, the American soldier who threw her

a rope, in London in 1943 became Margaret’s

husband. 
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in the 1920s for his tinted photographs of

scenes and historic houses in New England. He

always insisted he was a minister, not an artist.

Nevertheless, he started taking photos on his

1899 bicycle trips through New England. In

1904, he opened a studio in New York. At one

time there were 200 people at the studio to

hand color his photographs. By 1917, he was

reproducing antique furniture from the 1600-

1700s. In the 1920s, he authored a series of

books called “States Beautiful.” The “States”

series sparked historic preservation movements

all over New England.

Some of his works have made their way to

Westminster Canterbury. Debbie Callahan owns

I t all started in the Dogwood Dining

Room one evening. The conversation

turned to photography. At some point, Wallace

Nutting, past visits to the Metropolitan

Museum of Art, and what was hanging on some

walls at Westminster Canterbury, came up.

Then, something in Gwen’s mind clicked –

the name Nutting. She went back to her

grandmother’s materials on the family’s

genealogy. Sure enough, there was the Nutting

family way back in time.

Wallace Nutting (1861-1941) was a

nationally known photographer, furniture

maker, historian, author and expert on Early

American antiques. The Rev. Dr. Nutting, a

Congregational minister, was especially famous continued on page 9

Something Clicked In The Dogwood  
by Gwen Solyom and Martha Strader
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The kids finished school; the dog died.

Our big house went up for sale.

A small cottage we then tried

Where we would happily dwell.

It was wonderful, like a honeymoon dawn;

We’d travel far and wide!

That’s what we thought, but economy’s 

groans

Moved the kids back to our sides.

Now we wait in line for the bathrooms.

The laundry bin overflows.

Search as you might the kitchen,

Who knows where anything goes.

No parking’s available at our place;

No jobs but all have vehicles.

I’m thinking of re-entering the old rat race

As I’m now counting dimes and nickels.

A friend stopped by one day and said:

“You’re retired! No more stressful days!

And isn’t it great to have the kids home 

again!”

I’m ashamed of what I wanted to say.

The Best Laid Plans …
by Carol Hankins

two pieces from the “Apple Orchard” series.

Martha Strader enjoys owning several of his

tinted photographs, including wonderful old

trees and covered bridges. Martha also

remembers visiting the Met in New York, where

a piece of Wallace Nutting’s handmade furniture

is displayed. Gwen has two of the books he

wrote: one on historical Maine (from his State

Series), and one entitled Furniture Treasury.

Nutting traveled extensively, taking

photographs, buying period furniture, and

lecturing on old American houses. He felt that

old buildings were places capable of “freeing

the heart.”

Today his work is represented at auctions

and at a number of galleries. In his time he

wanted his work to be accessible, and it is –

even today. His furniture is displayed at the

Metropolitan Museum of Art and at the

Wadsworth Atheneum Museum of Art.

Wallace Nutting died at his home in

Framingham, Massachusetts, on July 19, 1941,

at age 79. His legacy is one of making history,

craftsmanship, and beauty available to millions

of Americans in the early 20th century. It

continues.

continued from page 8
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Westminster Canterbury’s “Coke® Can” Christmas Tree 
From the WC Historians: Marion Barksdale, Martha Conde, Marge Wilson and Pollyanna

Middleton, with thanks to Joe Payne, former WC Senior Vice President, for his research assistance 

The James River Grille has always been a

popular spot for friends to gather for

drinks, dinner, and interesting conversation. In

2009, one group that met regularly consisted of

Cele Doyle, Kitty and George Snead, Ham and

Martha Gay, Ann Howard, Marion Barksdale,

Reba Irons, Shirley Smith, Ruth Vagt and Sue

Gold. 

Kitty Snead, loyal to her favorite beverage,

always drank Diet Cokes® and her husband

always carefully crushed her empty cans. As the

Christmas season was approaching and George

crushed one more can, the conversation turned

to how the cans with the silver and red shining

horizontally, almost blinking, looked like

Christmas tree ornaments. Thus, the birth of the

“Coke can” Christmas tree. 

The members of the group immediately

started saving the cans, someone (his or her

identity has been lost) purchased a small

artificial tree and the group decorated it with

the crushed cans. But the tree seemed to need

more, and soon colorful ribbons and lights were

added. When the creation was finished, the

group proudly offered it to the Grille staff for

placement on the bar. 

This year marks the 10th year that the

“Coke can” Christmas tree will be on display.

In the coming weeks, if you go to the Grille,

look for this special tree as it once again graces

the bar. 
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The Evolution 
Of James River Grille

by Reba Irons

A s I recall, around 2008, some

residents in casual conversation

discussed the idea of a bar at Westminster

Canterbury, something that they felt many

would enjoy. Initially, not making much

progress in the idea becoming a reality, someone

circulated a petition to determine the amount of

interest. Many signed, things moved forward,

and the Grille was established. 

At first, food was not served, just drinks and

nibbles. Then one night, Joe Hubbard, (yes, a

former WC chef), the bartender, exhibited his

interest in food preparation. He shared some

shrimp and grits with those of us at the bar.

That dish was so well received that burgers

were added to a short list of food choices. 

Since its inception, the Grille has grown in

size, serving lunch as well as dinner. It has

proven to be a very popular venue for WC

residents and guests. The “originals” of 2008

are smiling!

This Christmas ornament ball

Comes with many colors in all.

It can be played with any day

If little hands want it for play.

This is for baby at any time for hands so small;

Then watch the adults come to see it all.

In years to come, let baby hang it on the tree

As an ornament for baby’s first gift from me.

This ornament ball can be washed with ease

Without any harm – always to please.

If the ball gets out of shape and looks tall

Squeeze it back to form a ball.

Enjoy your special ornament so small

And share it with your friends who come to 

call.

Lillian’s First Christmas
2014

by Mary Frances Y. Lemon
(written for great-granddaughter 

for her first Christmas)
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Good Friday, April 16, 1976. The Allen

family – Lissy, Jack, 5-year-old Carolina,

and I – flew from San Francisco to Los Angeles

to meet Amy Sun Marie, Jack and Lissy’s new

daughter and Carolina’s new little sister, arriving

from Korea. It was a beautiful, sunny day and

we waited with bated breath in a special

reception area to greet this little stranger who

was coming into our lives for the first time.

Carolina was jumping around with excitement

while the rest of us were struck dumb with

anticipation and anxiety.

Northwest Orient was one of several airlines

that contracted with various adoption agencies to

subsidize the travel of adopted Korean children to

the U.S. Once an appropriate number of children

could be assembled, they, along with volunteer

stewardesses acting as escorts, would travel

altogether. Therefore, there were many other

families along with us waiting for their children.

Some of the children’s journeys ended at Los

Angeles, while others continued to other

destinations. However, everyone deplaned at

LAX. Many of the stewardesses carried a toddler

in each arm while the older children, probably

up to 6 or 7 years, walked beside their escorts.

Without exception, regardless of age, each

child’s face wore a mask of shocked, stunned

stillness. Like us, most of the families had never

met their child and had only a photograph by

which to identify him or her. We all waited,

clasped photos in hand, anxiously scanning the

children as they came off the plane. I have never

been able to tell this story without weeping.

She was there — baby girl in bright orange

dress — same as the photo we held in our

hands, only now her eyes blank and face frozen.

Then there were arms reaching for her, the new

parents cradling her and whispering in her ear,

her new sister bestowing about 500 kisses, and

me, the official photographer, and soon to be

godmother, clicking, clicking and clicking. 

Adoptive parents are encouraged not to

change the eating and sleeping habits of their

child too quickly, advised that it would be best,

initially, to feed the child rice, a diet staple, and

to make a pallet on the floor for sleeping as that

had been the custom at the orphanage in Korea.

On our return to the Bay Area, our seats on the

plane were together; Jack, Lissy and Carolina sat

on one side, and I sat across the aisle. This was

my first chance to hold Amy, who had not yet

given any indication of awareness. It was late

afternoon and the stewardess served sandwiches

and drinks. I had broken off a couple of small

pieces of the sandwich resting on the table in

front of us. Suddenly, without altering gaze or

expression, a little hand crept out, reached for

the food, and with a swift motion popped it into

her mouth. Amy was hungry!!! As it turned out,

Amy was not only hungry then, but she was

hungry for six months. Long after being fully

integrated into the family, Amy, sitting in her

highchair, would focus intently on the meal in

Meeting Amy Sun Marie
by Frances Sutherland
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front of her, never diverting her attention until

every crumb had disappeared. She never had a

diet of rice, nor did she ever sleep on the floor.

From the first night onward, Amy had her own

bed right next to her big sister’s.

When Amy joined the Allen family, she was

approximately 18 months old and weighed 14

pounds. So tiny and frail, and with a big belly,

she nevertheless was outside two days later on

Easter Sunday hunting Easter eggs. Later in the

summer, we celebrated Amy’s 2nd birthday in

Jackson Hole, where a good number of the Allen

clan and extended family had gathered for a

week-long reunion, Amy’s first camping trip. 

Time passed and Amy grew and thrived.

After two years it was time to take her to

Immigration and Naturalization to petition for

citizenship. At that time naturalization law

required that all petitioners have two unrelated

witnesses testify to the good character and moral

integrity of the applicant. I was one of the

witnesses, and with some hilarity and many

giggles, we went before the immigration officer

to swear to our written testaments. Amy, now

about 3½ years old, took it all in with her usual

curiosity and good humor. Then — since it was

San Francisco after all — we went and ate

Chinese food. Six months later, Amy, with her

Mom and Dad, went before a federal judge in

Marin Civic Center, and she was pronounced a

United States citizen. It was hard to know

exactly how Amy comprehended the flurry of

activity surrounding her, but we soon found out.

During the large party held for her that

weekend, filled with family and friends, someone

noticed that Amy was absent. A quick search

found her in the bathroom — standing before

the mirror — waiting to turn blue-eyed and

blonde like her sister, Carolina.

Amy never did turn into Carolina’s twin, but

she grew up in a solid and happy family

surrounded by cousins and aunts and uncles. She

learned to fish and camp and hike with her dad.

Just 7 years old, she was accepted into the San

Francisco Girls’ Chorus and a few years later

sang at the Bela Bartok Festival in Budapest,

Hungary, the first American girls chorus ever to

be invited to participate.

The Allen family became something of an

international house while the girls were growing

up. One could count on at least one and

sometimes two or even three cousins or extended

family members from Bolivia living with them

while attending school in the States — not to

mention the wave of Japanese exchange

students. The Allens welcomed them all and

incorporated them into their family activities,

which is only one of the reasons why I have

always loved them so much. 

And as for Amy, she grew up to be a lovely

young woman. She and her husband, Paul, met

while they were both students at California State

University Monterey Bay. They now have three

young sons.
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A s a nature trail addict, I would

frequently encounter Roger,* a

fellow addict. At that time (2012), the trail

stopped at the wooden bridge crossing the creek

at the picnic table. Beyond was an impenetrable

wilderness of bushes, vines, and poison ivy.

Roger and I soon talked about opening a trail

through that wilderness to reach Linden

Avenue. We both had hand tools.

We called Joe Payne, the vice-president of

development at that time. He invited us to lunch

at the Grille to discuss the matter. When we

met, Sean Huyett joined us. Joe explained that

management could not let residents work with

tools because of liability issues but would agree

to extend the paved trail if funding came

available; donations would be needed as

financing was not in Westminster Canterbury’s

budget. The paved extension would cost at least

$10,000.

I was impressed with the open and friendly

approach of management, and thinking about

it, figured that I could contribute the $10,000.

I told Joe that I would make the donation,

subject to two conditions: the donation would

be anonymous, and there would be no

landscaping along the trail extension.

Joe was prompt in getting the project

underway, and I am now one of the nature lovers

who enjoy the walk on the original and extended

portions of the trail. The extension bears the

name of a long-term, and one of the most

popular, residents of Westminster Canterbury.

Laura Lee was known for her friendliness and

her concern for others. She made friends with

everybody. Someone once remarked to her, “You

will make friends, even with the devil.” To which

she replied, “I would try.”

The nature trail extension is an example of

the fruitful cooperation between management

and residents to keep life at Westminster

Canterbury even more refreshed.

* Pseudonyms

Extending the Nature Trail — The Laura Lee Walk
by Francis Skinner*
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Photo-phobia On My Terms 
by Karen Painter

In the early 1950s, my parents and five

other families built houses in a suburb.

The six houses were constructed on a high

hill/mini mountain in a rising spiral pattern so

each had a spectacular scenic view, but did not

look into anyone else’s house. It was a novelty

living in a circular, vertical neighborhood.

Ours was the second house up the hill. It

was on land that allowed for a basement

playroom and a bomb shelter. The neighbors

below built only on one level with a playroom

that opened to a spectacular pool. They joked

that we could use their pool if they could use

our bomb shelter.

The pool was significant because the wife

was a model for Rosemarie Reid bathing suits.

Her pictures were on billboards and in

magazine ads. She looked glamorous. She was

gorgeous and managed her poolside time

carefully to get the best tan possible. My envy

was endless. I freckled and burned and peeled.

I adored her with all my pre-teen heart. She

did not have children then. Pregnancy would

have ended her lucrative career, so she treated

me like her own. She let me play with her

jewelry, her cosmetics, her high heels. She let me

help with her many parties for visiting friends

and business acquaintances. She let me call her

by her first name.

When John Robert Powers Modeling Studio

asked her for help locating some children to

appear in a clothing catalog, she started with

me. She taught me the “runway walk,” making

me practice on the diving board. She taught me

poses that had to be kept motionless for long

periods of time, poses I would never have

assumed in real life. She took me to the

audition, and then the first photo session.

The poses were difficult; the bright lights,

blinding; the huge camera, scary; the

photographer, grouchy. He used two fans to

blow my hair so it appeared I was in motion

and made my unruly, curly hair fan out

somewhat straighter. The air on my face was

cold. I was thoroughly miserable and it showed

in every photograph. I trace my phobia about

being photographed to those days.

My aunt offered solace for my distress. She

bought me my first camera, a Brownie, and said

some people are good in front of a camera, some

behind the camera. She gave me an encouraging

smile and the start of a lifelong hobby.

There does not exist a specific medical term

for a phobia about being photographed. I have

never understood why people will not honor a

request. “Please do not take my picture” does

not seem difficult to respect. I would not put

my cat on the lap of someone who said he had

an aversion to cats. Nor would I serve a shrimp

casserole to someone who said she had an

allergy to seafood. Why can’t my request be

honored? “Please, no photographs.”

My mother gave me a poem by Ogden Nash

that begins, “Some hate broccoli, some hate

bacon. I hate having my picture taken.”

Amen, Mr. Nash.
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The “Sleeper’s” Secret
by Betty Lewis

Growing up, trains always had an aura of

excitement for me. They go places! I

thought of them in terms of people, with or

without luggage, boarding and getting off in

distant locations. “Where” was always such a

mystery. Freight trains held no fascination, but

trains carrying people – people like me – held

my attention. When I was a child, airplanes, of

course, existed, but travel by air never occurred

to my family as an option. 

As I reflect upon that period, I realize what

a varied tapestry my life and the world have

become – thanks to the ever-present constant of

change. I had enrolled in a boarding school in

the Philadelphia area when World War II was

raging in Europe, and rationing affected all our

lives on the home front. Consequently, with gas

rationing, if I wanted to go home for Christmas,

I would travel by train. How excited I was –

only in the tenth grade and already traveling by

train, plus experiencing my first overnight in a

“sleeper” car! Whatever changes of track en

route might occur, passengers in sleepers would

not be disturbed. And, I was not only

“returning home,” it was a new home! My

parents had moved that fall to Chapel Hill,

North Carolina, while I was at school. (That

sense of excitement reverberates still as I write.) 

My parents took charge of my reservation

and booked me in an upper bunk, which they

described as being more appropriate (did that

mean “safer”?). They explained there would be

a ladder enabling me to reach my bunk. I’m not

sure what they were thinking, but I certainly

had no desire to climb down the ladder and

roam around the train at night. It was all an

adventure still to unfold. 

Unfold, it did! The school was informed of

my Christmas break transportation and saw to

it that at the appointed hour I was at

Philadelphia’s 30th Street Station to board the

scheduled train. My destination was Raleigh,

North Carolina, where my parents were to meet

me the following morning. 

A porter helped me board with my luggage

and took me to my made-up sleeper-bed

compartment, complete with ladder. It was

already bedtime and I couldn’t wait to get

beneath the covers, eager to experience what

sleeping on a train would feel like. With no

window to look out and dark curtains enclosing

my bunk, I found my mind wandering. What

did the differing sounds mean? What would my

new home be like? How good it would be to see

Mother and Dad again! My incredible

adventure became more so. There I was lying in

bed on a train that was moving me through the

night. When I woke up, it would be morning
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and I would be in Raleigh, and Mother and

Dad would be waiting for me. In a mood of

magic, I soon fell asleep. 

The porter’s ruffle of my curtain made me

realize it was morning and time to prepare for

our soon-to-be stop in Raleigh. I was eventually

ready to face a new day. My preparations quickly

rekindled the memory of the night’s gymnastics

as I prepared for bed. Climbing down the ladder,

I saw two benches across the aisle facing one

another. I was directed to one and an elderly

gentleman sat on the other. I learned he had been

in the lower bunk beneath me.

After a “Good Morning” and “Hope you

slept well,” he comfortably and casually

engaged me in conversation. I realize now that

it was talking with a stranger that made me

immediately offer that my parents would be

meeting me. He learned where I was in school,

and I asked him if he lived In Raleigh. When he

answered he lived in Chapel Hill, I volunteered

that that was where my parents now lived and

that I had never been there. “What is your

family’s name? Perhaps I have met them.” When

he learned it, I was stunned to hear him say,

“Oh, I do know your folks, how very nice to

meet you!” I asked him his name and told him I

would tell my parents of our conversation and

the coincidence. 

It seemed only a few minutes before we

heard we were nearing the Raleigh Station. The

porter notified us, luggage was gathered, and

we were soon off the train and I was in my

parents’ arms. What a thrill it was to see them!

It had been a long time since September. (I had

spent Thanksgiving break with a classmate who

lived relatively near my school.) 

I could scarcely wait to tell Mother and Dad

about my sleeper discovery. Once we were

underway in the car, with luggage stashed in the

trunk, Mother and Dad wanted to know all

about my sleeper experience. I related it all, the

thrill of my first overnight on a train, of going

up the ladder to my upper berth, and especially

the pleasure of meeting their friend in the

morning on the benches opposite our berths.

“He was so nice; and really easy to talk to.

Dad, I’m proud of you! You have just moved

and guess what. The man in the lower birth

turned out to know you!” 

The big surprise to me was that upon

hearing his name, my parents told me that the

gentleman in the lower birth was none other

than the President of the University of North

Carolina. My father, not incidentally, had come

to the University that fall as a new professor on

the Law School faculty. 

A small world, for sure! 
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Grandma Tyler And The Good Old Days
by Susan Duerson

M y grandmother used to tell me

wonderful stories about her

childhood but because no one wrote them down,

I can remember only bits and pieces.

She was born in Connellsville, Pennsylvania,

on November 22, 1878, but as a child moved to

Norfolk, Virginia, where she remained until her

death in 1968. Her father, Goldsborough

McDowell Serpell, was a wealthy lumber

magnate who created a railroad to transport

lumber from eastern North Carolina to Norfolk.

Because of her father’s easy access to rail

lines, the family owned and frequently traveled in

a private rail car. Grandma told me about

magical camping trips to Roaring Gap, North

Carolina. They would take their rail car, along

with another car for horses, carriages, supplies

and the usual gaggle of servants. While the family

lounged in a luxurious local hotel, the servants

scurried out to the wilderness and set up camp.

The family then traded their posh resort for a

posh campsite.

I’m certain there must have been much more

to the story, but I could only envision the family

spending a week much as they normally did

except in more rustic surroundings. Their

servants were probably the only ones of the

group that understood the term “roughing it.”

It’s a miracle that the entire Serpell clan were not

killed and eaten as they slept—not by marauding

bears but by disgruntled servants. Well, the “Gay

Nineties” must have been gay for somebody.

By all accounts, my grandmother was a

sweet, pious woman, who before marrying had

been engaged to John Randolph of Roanoke, a

descendant of the venerable Randolph family.

Great-grandfather Serpell had six daughters that

he was determined to marry off to FFV’s. The

three that he did manage to unload, married

quite well, but that left three more that he could

never push out of the nest. Since the three that

did marry had 13 children between them, it was

a blessing that their five siblings (including two

apparently barren brothers) never procreated or

the money pie would really have been hacked up.

My mother’s favorite Grandma stories

attested to her piety and infrequent lapses

thereof. When she was learning to drive the

family “hupmobile,” she got stuck in Neck Creek

prior to the construction of the Narrow Bridge.

Mashing down the gas pedal without releasing

the clutch caused the engine to roar loudly. In a

panic, Grandma screeched, “The damn thing is

blowing up!” The children in the back seat

seemed to have been permanently scarred by her

inadvertent yet blatant use of an expletive.

Damn it to hell, how scarred must those

children be? This incident might explain,

however, that the worse my mother ever uttered

was an occasional “Gol Ding It!”

Another Grandma story has to do with her

nightly habit of retiring to her bedroom with the

family Bible. My grandfather would designate a

continued on page 19
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verse that he wanted her to study for further

discussion. On this particular night, she was

caught frantically leafing through the Bible,

muttering “Where the hell is Isiah?” Those two

examples seem to be the only memories my

mother had of my Grandma cursing.

My worst memory of my mother was of her

breaking her favorite hairbrush over my fanny,

and then, enraged at her loss, trying to kill me.

(Like it was my fault.) Fortunately, I was able to

escape to my room, barricade my door with my

dresser, and hold her off until cocktail hour.

As evidenced by the importance of the 5 p.m.

cocktail hour, in those days no one quite

understood that drinking could be detrimental.

No matter what else was happening, it was put

aside at 5 p.m., and all over the world (or at least

in our Norfolk neighborhood of West Ghent),

adults would stop and prepare the ritualistic

cocktail. Now we know that imbibing in excess

could be a sign of alcoholism, but in the 1940s

and 50s, it was a socially accepted practice.

In those days, if someone got drunk and fell

down, everyone else laughed; today, they would

stage an intervention. When Aunt Betty, having too

much Christmas cheer, would slip out of her chair

and under the table during the holiday dinner, we

would all gleefully fight over her dessert.

Today, she would be carted off to the Betty

Ford Clinic for at least 30 days of de-tox. So

much for the “Good Old Days”!

continued from page 18

O holy night, Oh blessed night that changed
the world forever,

With promise of eternal life, the joy of peace
together.

There were no clamoring newsmen, no
instant replay

Of a glorious story then born that remains to
this day.

Just a star shinning brightly, seen far and wide
Made three men of wisdom right then to

decide,
“We must follow that star and the promises

given.
‘Tis the birth of a new King heralded from

Heaven!”
In our hearts are we wise as those three kings

of old,
Or is there a sadder story now to be told?

We scorn Him, deride Him, and must cause
Him such pain.

When, in our indiscretion, His name’s spoken
in vain.

We lie, cheat, and steal, and cause hurt when
we can

To other children of God – our fellow man.
And when, after all, our days in life are

played
Will he, in sadness, say that we have strayed?
Or will He remind us of that story long told
That reserves our place in Heaven, its glory

to behold?
Will He say that if we ask, our sins can be

forgiven,
Hold us firmly to His bosom in this

wondrous place called Heaven?
His love beams all around us from near and

oh so far.
Why can’t we, like those Wise Men, just

follow that star?

Just Follow That Star
(A Christmas Poem)

by Doris Coffing
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October 23, 1956 
by Antal E. Sólyom

A fter WWII the Soviet occupied part

of Europe was politically labeled

Eastern Europe; many of those countries  —

Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, along with

Germany, Switzerland and Austria — actually

constitute Central Europe. The Soviet occupation

made it possible for the Communist Party, even

though in minority in those countries, to take

over the government. Thus, in 1948, Hungary

became a People’s Republic, a euphemistic

definition of a Stalinist dictatorial regime. It was

brutal. However, the Party, following Lenin’s call,

did value education —  as long as it did not

conflict with the Marxist ideology.

After Stalin’s death in 1953, a progressive,

humanitarian political agenda gained steam in

intellectual circles, including among university

students. The loosening dictatorial grip likely

made my acceptance to medical school possible

in 1954. By completing the first two years with

a straight A record, I automatically qualified for

the special People’s Republic stipend, an amount

equal to my father’s pension after 42 years of

service at the Hungarian National Bank!

By then I actively participated in promoting

the peaceful goals of the humanistic political

movement. Yet, due to rigid resistance by

Stalinist leaders, the movement erupted into

violent Revolution on October 23, 1956,

disposing of all Stalinists and overthrowing the

one-party dictatorship. By November 4 of that

year, the Soviets successfully crushed this

Revolution, and the new communist

government displayed a more humanistic

approach that was less brutal. Nevertheless,

many, including me, felt a national grief.

With the defeat of the Revolution, the

criterion for the special government stipend that

I held changed. Now, one had to join the newly

formed Communist Youth Organization (KISZ).

I learned of this in a meeting with an

administrator who enriched the bribery by

telling me that upon graduation, as a member, I

could also get preferential consideration for an

academic position.

I refused on the spot and lost the special

financial support as of September 1957. I knew

that in addition to the financial burden on my

family, my hoped-for academic career would

likely be denied. Indeed, it happened despite my

Summa cum Laude diploma and accomplishments

in research. This significant moral victory,

however, inoculated me against the potential

corrupting influence of money and position for the

rest of my life.
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Book Reviews

Senior Literature Rocks!
by Connie C. Sowa

D espite the plethora of chick lit stories,

thrillers, and beach reads, it is

comforting to know that good, entertaining and

often thought-provoking literature is still

available. Moreover, it is being written by or

about senior citizens! I have two terrific reads to

share with you in this issue.

Meet Me at the Museum will appeal to

those of you who enjoy epistolary novels and

archaeological history. This debut novel by first-

time British author Anne Youngson is about two

strangers dismayed by where their lives have

taken them. Dissatisfied farmer’s wife Tina

Hapgood and lonely museum curator Anders

Larsen initially connect over a shared

fascination with the miraculous Iron Age

archaeological find known as the Tollund Man,

but their relationship gradually deepens as they

begin to excavate their own chosen life paths

through a series of letter exchanges.

Ms. Youngson, herself a septuagenarian, took

early retirement from a successful career as an

engineer in the auto industry to pursue her life-

long dream to write. She likes to write because it

helps her make sense of the world. Youngson

believes that “using language to express what we

feel and think, and how we respond to the

experiences we have can be enormously helpful.”

Using an epistolary approach, this author

brought characters to life for me with fully

formed thoughts and articulate feelings.

Youngson captures two distinct characters:

Anders lives mostly indoors, Tina outdoors. His

house is a spare, modern Danish design; her old

English farmhouse is cluttered with objects that

weigh her down. His initially dry and fact-filled

letters become increasingly confiding and warm.

She regrets her outbursts of bitterness over a life

“sacrificed… to the social standards of my

parents and their peers.” Both Tina and Anders

describe activities and outings that define their

daily lives, eventually including the painful

memories of losses and current familial challenges

they each face. Meet Me at the Museum is hopeful

and touching about what matters and finding the

courage to make necessary changes in the twilight

years of one’s life.

Three Things About Elsie by Joanna

Cannon is a charming and well-written story

that combines crime, comedy, and old-age

confusion. Eighty-four-year-old Florence

Claybourne has fallen in her home at Cherry

continued on page 22
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Book Reviews

Senior Literature Rocks!
continued from page 21

Tree Home for the Elderly. While she lies on the

floor hopefully waiting for someone to come

find her, she sometimes remembers, and

sometimes doesn’t, the story of her life – a story

she’s been increasingly desperate to recall after

recognizing the home’s newest resident, Gabriel

Price, as a baddie from her past whose real

name is Ronnie Butler. But Ronnie drowned in

1953.

Luckily for Florence, her oldest and dearest

friend Elsie is also in the home and also

recognizes Ronnie. Together they will solve the

mystery.

This is the second book for Ms. Cannon, a

former psychiatrist. Her medical knowledge

gives her great insight and an advantage when

working with a first-person narrative. Her prose

at times is more like lyrical poetry. For instance:

“We’d only been there ten minutes and my•

mind started to wander. It can’t help itself. It

very often goes for a walk without me, and

before I’ve realized what’s going on, it’s

miles away.”

“I started to answer, but the words fell into•

a thought and disappeared.”

“Funny things, photographs. They trap you•

in a moment forever, and you can never

leave.”

“Clara moved between the past and the•

present, like slipping a coat on and off.”

Such images illustrate the challenge of

memory loss in a beautiful and sensitive

manner. Florence’s confusion is more endearing

than disheartening, and simply draws attention

to the inevitable effects of aging. Readers may

come for the mystery in Three Things About

Elsie but they will stay to spend time with

Florence. Ultimately, this is a story about how

the “fine threads of humanity will connect us all

forever.”

Both novels are suitable and recommended

for book clubs. They are available in hardcover,

paperback and as a download for Kindles and

Nooks. If you like listening to books, both of

these are great choices.
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The Dark Tide. Gross, Andrew (LP F G878d)

Suspense, Ty Hauck Book 1

Don’t Look Twice. Gross, Andrew (LP F

G878d). Suspense, Ty Hauck Book 2

Book of the Dead. Cornwell, Patricia (LP F

C821b). Scarpetta Series Book 15

Foreign Body. Cook, Robin (LP F C771c) Jack

Stapleton & Laurie Montgomery Series

Chill Factor. Brown, Sandra (LP F S879c)

Suspense

The Brass Verdict. Connelly, Michael (LP F

C752b) Lincoln Lawyer, Book 2

The Broken Window: A Lincoln Rhyme Novel.

Deaver, Jeffery (LP F D285b)

The Sleeping Doll. Deaver, Jeffery (LP F D285s)

Suspense, Kathryn Dance Book 1

On the Run. Johansen, Iris (LP F J65o)

Suspense

Murder She Wrote: Skating on Thin Ice.

Fletcher, Jessica (LP F F613m) Mystery

Fer-de-Lance and The League of Frightened

Men. Stout, Rex (LP F S889f) Mystery, Nero

Wolfe

Step on a Crack. Patterson, James (LP F P317s)

Mystery, Michael Bennett Book 1

Protect and Defend. Flynn, Vince (LP F F648p)

Thriller

Dark Harbor. Woods, Stuart (LP F W897d)

Stone Barrington, Book 12

The Revelation. Lewis, Beverly (LP F L673r)

Abram’s Daughters, Book 5

Blue Smoke. Roberts, Nora (LP F R646b)

The Alpine Kindred. Daheim, Mary (LP F

D129a) Mystery, Emma Lord

Wild Fire. DeMille, Nelson (LP F D381w) John

Corey, Book 4
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